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The Safety Space and Practical Drift
In everyday operations, aviation organizations operate in what is known as the “safety space.”
The safety space is a continuum between Baseline Performance (i.e., angel performance) and an
Accident (see figure below). Fortunately, the safety space is quite wide and with a large margin
of error tolerance.
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Within this safety space, practical drift inevitably occurs. Practical drift is dynamic and can
shift significantly within a short period of time. When there’s right drift, safety is deteriorating,
which may lead to an accident. When there’s left drift, safety is improving, possibly to baseline
performance. Baseline performance means that an organization is doing everything by the book.
All policies, rules, regulations, procedures, etc. are being followed to the letter. Thus,
theoretically, the chance of having an accident or incident is extremely low. In reality, an

organization rarely achieves, and/or maintains, baseline performance. The closest an
organization may come to baseline performance is when operations first begin, during external
audits, FAA inspections, or immediately following an accident or incident. In a perfect world, all
organizations would perform at baseline all the time. In practicality, this will not happen. Among
the reasons for this is that people tend to deviate from, and/or fail to follow, policies, rules,
regulations, and procedures. Most accidents occur not because of a lack of procedures, policies,
checklists, etc., but rather because those procedures and policies are just not being used. And to
make matters worse, deviations from written procedures tend to become cultural norms (routine
violations).
If practical drift progresses too far to the right of the scale then the likelihood of an accident
or incident increases. If an accident does occur, then typically the organization will make
immediate rectifications in order to try to achieve baseline performance. In other words, the
needle will go from the extreme right side of the scale to the extreme left side in a very short
period of time. This was the case in the crash of Continental Express Flight 2574. Flight 2574
was an Embraer 120 that crashed in Texas in 1991, killing all onboard. The crash occurred
because, during a shift turnover, the outgoing shift did not inform the incoming shift that 47
screws needed to be put back on the horizontal stabilizer. Slack shift turnovers were the norm,
and although there were procedures in place to safely conduct shift turnovers, they were just not
being used. This is an example of practical drift where the needle goes too far to the right and an
accident occurs. Unsurprisingly, the airline quickly attempted to go back to baseline performance
immediately after the accident.
Unfortunately—even with accidents and significant safety events—organizations will, over
time, drift back to the right of baseline performance. To think that an organization can possibly

maintain baseline performance is unrealistic. In a perfect world, that’s the way it would be, but in
the practical world that just will not happen. The question is where is YOUR organization in the
safety space right now? If the needle is too far to the right then you may want to start making a
left correction!

